Lipid-induced insulin resistance does not impair insulin access to skeletal muscle
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Kolka CM, Richey JM, Castro AV, Broussard JL, Ionut V, Bergman RN. Lipid-induced insulin resistance does not impair insulin access to skeletal muscle. Am J Physiol Endocrinol Metab 308: E1001–E1009, 2015. First published April 7, 2015; doi:10.1152/ajpendo.00015.2015.—Elevated plasma free fatty acids (FFA) induce insulin resistance in skeletal muscle. Previously, we have shown that experimental insulin resistance induced by lipid infusion prevents the dispersion of insulin through the muscle, and we hypothesized that this would lead to an impairment of insulin moving from the plasma to the muscle interstitium. Thus, we infused lipid into our anesthetized canine model and measured the appearance of insulin in the lymph as a means to sample muscle interstitial under hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp conditions. Although lipid infusion lowered the glucose infusion rate and induced both peripheral and hepatic insulin resistance, we were unable to detect an impairment of insulin access to the lymph. Interestingly, despite a significant, 10-fold increase in plasma FFA, we detected little to no increase in free fatty acids or triglycerides in the lymph after lipid infusion. Thus, we conclude that experimental insulin resistance induced by lipid infusion does not reduce insulin access to skeletal muscle under clamp conditions. This would suggest that the peripheral insulin resistance is likely due to reduced cellular sensitivity to insulin in this model, and yet we did not detect a change in the tissue microenvironment that could contribute to cellular insulin resistance.
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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN OBESITY, INSULIN RESISTANCE, AND DIABETES has long been reported, but the mechanisms linking them are still under investigation, and some have suggested that insulin resistance might be a common factor between all aspects of the metabolic syndrome (47). Although cellular insulin resistance can be induced by free fatty acids (FFA) (4, 39), another major contributor to insulin resistance is thought to be reduced insulin access, which may account for 30% of the metabolic deficit observed in diabetes (31).

Several studies have shown impaired access of insulin to skeletal muscle in obese humans (38, 41), yet a recent study using lipid infusion to induce insulin resistance observed no reduction in the transport of insulin across the vessel wall (45). However, this human study did not report actual levels of interstitial insulin but instead reported change from basal. Access to muscle is a major component of insulin sensitivity (1, 11) likely due to the microvascular effects of insulin, which increase distribution of blood through muscle, thus increasing delivery to the insulin-sensitive tissues.

These microvascular effects of insulin are endothelium dependent. Insulin relies on a functioning endothelium for the vasodilation and vasoconstriction required to increase muscle perfusion and thus increase delivery (35), and insulin’s metabolic effects are greater in subjects that have good microvascular responses to insulin (15). Impairments in insulin signaling in knockout models have demonstrated impaired insulin access and lowered insulin-mediated glucose uptake, an effect that is reversed by restoring vasodilation (30). Insulin’s microvascular effects are blocked by hyperlipidemia, and we have shown that hyperlipidemia impairs insulin dispersion in canine muscle (10), similar to that in diet-induced insulin resistance (28). Thus we anticipated that plasma hyperlipidemia would impair endothelial function and insulin access, leading to tissue insulin resistance, although this is contrary to a recently published study (45). Therefore, we investigated the effect of increasing systemic plasma FFA on the lymph concentration of insulin in skeletal muscle and the relationship to insulin sensitivity of muscle.

Initially, we began the hyperlipidemia at the same time as hyperinsulinemia to allow us to observe the temporal effect of hyperlipidemia on insulin’s access to lymph and metabolic effects. We used the results from this study in selecting a 3-h preinfusion of lipid before hyperinsulinemia in an effort to establish endothelial dysfunction prior to exposure to insulin. Furthermore, due to the minor changes in lymph FFA, we incorporated a more complete assessment of lipid within the hind leg. We expected that a longer time of systemic hyperlipidemia would reduce the access of insulin to muscle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Experiments were performed on anesthetized male mongrel dogs. Animals were housed in the University of Southern California (USC) Medical School Vivarium under controlled kennel conditions (12:12-h light-dark) and fed standard chow once/day (49% carbohydrate, 25% protein, and 9% fat; Alfred Mills, Chicago, IL). Dogs were used for experiments only if they were judged to be in good health as determined by visual observation, body weight, hematocrit, and body temperature. Eight animals are presented in each group. Protocols were conducted in conformity with the Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the USC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, where the experiments were performed.

Surgery. Animals were fasted 15 h before the morning of the experiment at 0600. Dogs were preanesthetized with acepromazine maleate (0.22 mg/kg, Prom-Ace; Aueco, Fort Dodge, IA) and atropine sulfate (0.11 ml/kg; Western Medical, Arcadia, CA). Anesthesia was induced with pentobarbital sodium (0.5 ml/kg; Western Medical) or propofol (6 mg/kg; Western Medical) and maintained with isofluorane (Western Medical). Dogs were placed on heating pads to maintain body temperature. An indwelling catheter was implanted in the left
carotid artery for sampling and blood pressure monitoring (model no. 90603A; Space Labs, Issaquah, WA). Intracatheters were inserted into the left cephalic vein for variable glucose infusion and the right cephalic vein for insulin, somatostatin, lipid, and tracer infusion. Saline was infused into the jugular or cephalic vein during surgery and administered at ~1 liter during the surgery and at a slow drip until the end of surgery. Indwelling catheters were also placed into both the left femoral artery and vein for sampling. The hindlimb lymphatic vessel was cannulated by placing a polyethylene catheter (PE10) into the afferent lymphatic vessel of the deep inguinal lymph node. Lymph was collected by gently massaging the leg directly above the popliteal area, which has been shown to instantaneously increase lymph drainage without affecting lymph or plasma oncotic pressures or the lymph/plasma protein concentration ratio (25). Blood pressure, heart rate, O₂ saturation, and CO₂ were monitored continuously. At the conclusion of these experiments, animals were euthanized with an overdose of pentobarbital sodium (65 mg/kg, Eutha-6; Western Medical).

**Study 1.** Immediately after surgical procedures, a basal insulin euglycemic clamp was started (t = −180 min) with a primed tracer infusion of [3-³H]glucose (priming dose 25 μCi, infusion 0.25 μCi/min; DuPont-NEN, Boston, MA) into the right cephalic. Somatostatin was infused (1 μg·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹, Bachem) and basal insulin replaced systemically (0.2 mU·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹, Novo Nordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark) and continuously for the remainder of the study. Exogenous 20% glucose labeled with [3-³H]glucose (2.7 μCi/g glucose) was infused into the left cephalic vein at variable rates to clamp arterial glucose to the basal level (established during the surgery prior to −180 min) throughout the entire experimental period. Intralipid (20%, Fresenius Kabi, with 16 U/ml heparin) or saline (control) was infused at a rate of 1.5 ml/min beginning at time 0. Samples were taken from the left carotid artery, and lymph vessels were sampled by gently massaging the hindlimb distal to the site of catheterization from 2 min prior to 2 min after each blood sample point. After 180 min of basal insulin infusion (time 0), the insulin concentration was increased to 1.2 mU·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹. This was continued for the remainder of the study.

**Study 2.** Based on results from study 1, we sampled from the femoral artery and femoral vein and began lipid infusion 180 min prior to hyperinsulinemia. The experimental procedure was otherwise similar to study 1. Briefly, immediately after surgery was completed, a primed tracer infusion was initiated, somatostatin and intralipid were infused, and basal insulin replacement was initiated (−180 to 0 min). At time 0, insulin infusion was increased to 1 mU·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹. Exogenous glucose was infused to clamp arterial glucose to the basal level, and samples were taken from femoral artery, femoral vein, and lymph vessels.

**Assays.** Plasma and lymph samples were assayed for insulin, glucose, [3-³H]glucose, and FFA. Arterial, venous, and lymph samples were collected in microtubes that were precoated with lithium-heparin (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) or in microtubes without lithium-heparin for lipid measurement. Arterial and venous tubes also contained 50 μl of EDTA (Sigma Chemical). Blood samples were centrifuged immediately, and the supernatant was transferred and stored at −20°C until further assay. Femoral artery plasma samples were assayed immediately for glucose with a YSI 2700 autoanalyzer (Yellow Springs Instruments, Yellow Springs, OH) before freezing at −20°C. Lymph samples were immediately stored at −20°C after sampling. Insulin was measured in plasma and lymph with an ELISA adapted for dog plasma, Our studies show that with immediate centrifugation and placement on ice, there is no significant FFA difference between samples treated with paraoxon and those without (Fig. 1).

**Tissue insulin sensitivity.** Tracer-determined whole body Rₓ (glucose disposal) and EGP (endogenous glucose production) were calculated using Steele’s equation modified for use with labeled glucose infusion according to Finegood et al. (16) after smoothing plasma glucose and tracer data by optimal segments. Steady state was defined as the final 40 min of the hyperinsulinemic clamp.

**Cellular insulin sensitivity.** Cellular insulin sensitivity (S₉ₑₐ) can be calculated from the peripheral insulin action (ΔRₓ), the change in lymph insulin (ΔIns), and the glucose concentration (GlucSS) by the equation Sₑₐ = ΔRₓ/ΔIns × GlucSS.

**Statistical analyses.** All experimental data are shown in the figures as means ± SE. Statistical analyses were performed with paired or unpaired Student’s t-tests, one-way ANOVAs, or two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with Tukey’s pairwise comparisons as appropriate.

**RESULTS**

**Study 1: lipid coinfusion.** Our first study used lipid infusion beginning at the same time as insulin, at time 0, to enable us to see the time course of onset of lipid-induced insulin resistance. As can be seen in Fig. 2, insulin increased immediately in the saline-infused and more slowly in the lymph, and there was no difference between the plasma insulin in the control (saline-infused) or lipid groups. The FFA levels in the plasma increased rapidly with lipid infusion; however, a much slower and smaller increase was observed in lymph FFA, reaching significance only after 90 min.

Rₓ in the control animals increased gradually with insulin infusion, reaching a maximal rate at ~90 min. Endogenous glucose production was quickly decreased immediately after insulin infusion and was inhibited for the remainder of the clamp. In the lipid-infused animals, insulin’s normal effects to

---

**Fig. 1.** Comparison between free fatty acid (FFA) concentrations in samples treated with EDTA and EDTA plus paraoxon (both nonheparinized tubes). Not shown is the comparison between EDTA and paraoxon plus EDTA in heparinized tubes provided a slope of 0.0989 ± 0.031 and an r² value of 0.989 when processed as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS.
prevent EGP were blocked (Fig. 3). Lipid infusion caused a much slower effect to suppress insulin-mediated increases in peripheral glucose usage ($R_d$), as glucose uptake originally increased similarly to control animals and was inhibited only after $\sim$90 min.

**Study 2: lipid preinfusion.** Study 2 investigated insulin access in established insulin resistance. Since the lipid-induced insulin resistance was observed only in the periphery after 90 min in study 1, we infused lipid for 3 h prior to establishing insulin resistance and endothelial dysfunction prior to hyper-
insulinemia and sampled vein plasma to better measure the removal of insulin and FFA across the leg. Artery and vein insulin levels increased rapidly with insulin infusion (Fig. 4 A and B). There was slightly less insulin in the vein compared with the artery in each group (control: artery 80.55 ± 10.37 mU/l, vein 77.55 ± 9.51 mU/l, P = 0.10; lipid: artery 95.06 ± 5.74 mU/l, vein 87.58 ± 3.98 mU/l, P = 0.065). Whereas the plasma insulin concentration reached its maximum ~30 min after initiation of the insulin infusion, the increase in lymph insulin was much slower, requiring ~120 min to reach its maximum value (Fig. 4C). The lymph insulin concentration was much lower than that in plasma in both groups, and there was no significant difference between the lymph insulin concentrations in control or lipid-infused animals or in the time required to reach the maximum concentration.

Control lipid levels were low throughout the experiment (Fig. 5, A and B). Lipid infusion increased plasma lipid levels in both artery and vein (Fig. 5A), and similar effects were observed for glycerol (data not shown). Interestingly, whereas plasma FFA increased with lipid infusion, reaching a maximum within 90 min, lymph FFAs, which were similar to plasma prior to lipid infusion (control 0.62 ± 0.17 vs. lipid 0.65 ± 0.21 mmol/l), remained at basal levels (0.54 ± 0.22 mmol/l at 180 min), and there was no significant effect of lipid infusion on lymph FFA concentration compared with control animals (P = 0.18, 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA). Rather than elevating lymph FFA concentrations, plasma hyperlipidemia appeared to prevent the reduction in lymph FFA that occurred in control animals. Lymph glycerol concentrations did increase in response to lipid infusion (Fig. 5D), although they were still significantly lower than the plasma glycerol levels observed (Fig. 5C).

The glucose infusion rate required to maintain euglycemia increased upon insulin infusion but was significantly lower in the lipid-infused animals (control 10.38 ± 1.51, lipid 3.75 ± 0.55 mg·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹, P = 0.0008; Fig. 6A). Arterial glucose levels were not significantly different between groups and were maintained throughout the experiment by infusing exogenous glucose (Fig. 6B). Hyperlipidemia induced insulin resistance, as measured by rate of glucose disposal (Fig. 6C), demonstrating peripheral insulin resistance. Endogenous glucose production by the liver was suppressed by insulin in control animals. Basal glucose production tended to increase with lipid infusion (control 1.74 ± 0.44, lipid 2.83 ± 0.30 mg·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹, P = 0.051), and the effect of insulin to suppress glucose production was lost (Fig. 6D). The impaired Rd and no change in lymph insulin combine to show that cellular insulin sensitivity is significantly impaired with lipid infusion (control 3.62 ± 0.69, lipid: 1.38 ± 0.25 mg·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹, P < 0.05).

**DISCUSSION**

We show that lipid infusion, which elevates plasma lipid levels, caused peripheral insulin resistance but did not reduce insulin transport into the muscle lymph. Initial studies demonstrated that lipid infusion led to an impairment of peripheral insulin action after ~90 min, which coincided with the peak in lymph FFA. This would suggest that the decrease in Rd may be due to the small increase in lymph FFA. We repeated this experiment with lipid infusion for 3 h to increase lymph FFA levels and induce cellular resistance and endothelial dysfunction prior to the hyperinsulinemic clamp. However, we see no impairment in insulin access to the lymph by lipid infusion. Therefore, we conclude that acute lipid infusion-induced insulin resistance does not impair insulin access to skeletal muscle but instead reduces cellular insulin sensitivity.

In study 1, we found that peripheral insulin resistance began after ~90 min of lipid infusion, coinciding with the modest increase in lymph FFA levels. However, the hepatic insulin resistance occurred much quicker, as the normal effect of insulin to suppress endogenous glucose production was immediately blocked. Thus, although confusion of lipid is useful for studying temporal responses to a change in plasma or a tissue, preinfusion of lipid is required to ensure that the muscle is insulin resistant prior to analysis. This result guided our choice in using a preinfusion of lipid for study 2 in an effort to induce
both insulin resistance and endothelial dysfunction prior to hyperinsulinemia.

Endothelial function is a major component of insulin action, increasing the delivery of insulin to muscle and other tissues (3), and endothelial action can be impaired in various aspects of the metabolic syndrome. Changes in blood flow distribution can improve insulin sensitivity (36) and insulin-mediated glucose disposal (48) by increasing the delivery of insulin to the cell surface (11). Systemically elevated plasma FFAs impair insulin-mediated changes in blood flow distribution (12), and similar results have been shown in obese humans (13). Some studies have proposed that impaired insulin access due to endothelial dysfunction may account for ≤30% of the metabolic deficit observed in diabetes (31). Hyperlipidemia causes both insulin resistance and endothelial dysfunction, and therefore, we had expected our preinfusion of lipid to impair the movement of insulin from the plasma into lymph. This could be observed as either a longer time for lymph insulin to reach steady state in lipid-induced insulin resistance or a lower steady state compared with control animals, yet neither of these outcomes was observed in this study.

Our results showing that insulin access is not impaired by lipid infusion-induced insulin resistance are consistent with previous studies (45) that demonstrated that lipid infusion in humans induces insulin resistance but did not alter the rate of movement of insulin into the interstitium. Szendroedi et al. (45) did not measure actual concentrations of insulin within muscle but used microdialysis to measure the change in insulin levels from baseline. We confirmed that there was no change in the time to steady state but also that the insulin concentration in the lymph (as a measure of the interstitial fluid) was not different from healthy animals. In contrast, long-term physiological models of human insulin resistance do show impaired insulin access (41), and obese patients with postprandial hyperglycemia require a higher level of insulin in the plasma to attain similar interstitial insulin levels as those in healthy patients (38). Thus, it is possible that insulin clearance rates in models of insulin resistance are altered to keep the supply of insulin to muscle and other insulin-sensitive tissues at an optimum level.

Peripheral insulin resistance was observed with lipid infusion in both studies. In study 2, we were able to confirm that this is the result of cellular insulin resistance. Because insulin was able to access the lymph, but insulin-mediated glucose uptake was blocked, the ability of cells to respond to insulin is impaired. We show that peripheral insulin action (Rd) is impaired after ~90 min of FFA infusion, whereas effects on the liver are almost instant (study 1). This temporal difference can likely be attributed to the endothelial structure in each of these tissues (2, 27). The muscle has a continuous endothelium, which provides an effective barrier slowing the movement of nutrients and hormones from the plasma into the tissue. In

![Fig. 5. FFA (A and B) and glycerol (C and D) in control and lipid-infused animals showing artery (●), vein (○), and lymph. Vertical dotted line represents initiation of hyperinsulinemia. *Significantly different from control at the same time point (P < 0.05, 2-way ANOVA).](http://ajpendo.physiology.org/doi/10.1152/ajpendo.00015.2015)
consistent with previous studies (45). Yet there was no impairment of insulin access to muscle, as indicated by the steady state in arterial glucose (Fig. 6). Insulin indicates steady state at the end of hyperinsulinemia (time = 45 to 0). Insulin indicates steady state at the end of hyperinsulinemia (time = 140–180 min). *Significantly different from control (P < 0.05); **significantly different from corresponding basal value (P < 0.05).

contrary, liver has a discontinuous endothelium with large fenestrations, effectively allowing more rapid exchange between the plasma and tissue. The liver could detect and then respond to increases in plasma lipids or insulin much more quickly than muscle. Because the elevation of FFA in the lymph, although small, coincided with peripheral insulin resistance when insulin and lipid were coinfused, cellular insulin resistance was likely responsible, as no defect in insulin access could be detected (study 1). FFAs cause cellular insulin resistance by directly inhibiting insulin-stimulated glucose transport in human skeletal muscle (14, 33, 37), which is due possibly to PKC activation (46) altering the insulin signaling cascade (17). With preinfusion of lipid (study 2), insulin sensitivity was similarly reduced, yet there was no impairment of insulin access to muscle, consistent with previous studies (45).

We found that the small increase in lymph FFA observed with lipid coinfusion was lost when lipid was preinfused, possibly suggesting that insulin was involved in the transport of FFA from the plasma to the lymph. Basal lipid levels were different in studies 1 and 2, and potential explanations for the different lymph FFA levels may include a group effect (several years between study 1 and study 2) or the length of the surgical procedure; anesthesia alone can decrease lipid levels, and the lipid infusion prevents the decrease observed in controls. Interestingly, even with coinfusion of lipid, the increase in lymph lipid was extremely small (0.11–0.17) compared with that in plasma (0.3–3.0 mM), and there was a trend for the reduction in lymph FFA in control animals to be prevented by lipid infusion. Similarly, we observed no significant difference between arterial and vein levels of FFAs, suggesting a low level of lipid removal from plasma. In contrast, glycerol levels were increased in lymph, although not enough to match plasma levels. Glycerol alone does not affect glucose oxidation or induce insulin resistance (14) but may reflect that there was FFA entering the muscle at a similar rate. Because there was no significant increase in lymph FFAs, the interstitium may have a very effective buffering capacity, whereby any FFA moving into the interstitial space are immediately incorporated into the cell membrane or internalized into the cell. The myocytes or adipocytes that line the lymph vessels may effectively scavenge any lipid before the interstitial fluid enters the lymph and may contribute to the cellular insulin resistance observed in our study. This uptake would lead to the accumulation of intramyocellular fat, as measured previously (9, 29), although this often occurs only after several hours (6).

Therefore, our finding of no increase in lymph FFA is consistent with previous studies (6, 18), and further measures of intramyocellular lipid levels are required. Studies have shown a slightly higher level of albumin (26, 33, 37), which is due possibly to PKC activation (46) altering the insulin signaling cascade (17). With preinfusion of lipid (study 2), insulin sensitivity was similarly reduced, yet there was no impairment of insulin access to muscle, consistent with previous studies (45).

Therefore, our finding of no increase in lymph FFA is consistent with previous studies (6, 18), and further measures of intramyocellular lipid levels are required. Studies have shown a slightly higher level of albumin, a carrier of FFA, in the lymph than in the interstitium (24). This should indicate that availability of albumin allows FFA movement from the interstitium to the lymph. However, plasma albumin levels are approximately double those in the interstitium, which may impede the movement of FFA from the plasma to the interstitium, and the large pores in the lymph vessel walls permit large particles to enter the lymph vessel (40). However, the location of lymph vessels is closely associated with blood vessels; therefore, lymph sampling may be more indicative of transendothelial transport than the deep interstitium (8). Lymphatic vessels are typically found adjacent to arterioles and venules,
and as such they are located close to blood vessels if not directly in contact with the capillaries, where nutrient and hormone exchange typically occur (43). Furthermore, molecules the size of lipoproteins appear to be excluded from \( \leq 50\% \) of the interstitial space (44), and total protein and albumin concentrations of lymph are greater than those in the interstitial space (24). Yet lymph sampling remains one of the better methods for interstitial fluid isolation (51). However, our results showing that injected insulin does not appear in the lymph of insulin-resistant muscle (10, 28) could demonstrate that the lymph vessel itself suffers from dysfunction in insulin-resistant muscle, and the similarities between blood and lymph vessels could support this argument. Thus, the ability of lymph to drain skeletal muscle interstitial fluid needs to be more fully investigated in both health and disease (52). However, since our insulin results are consistent with those of Szendroedi et al. (45), and our FFA results are supported by both the absence of arterio-venous FFA difference and the time requirement for FFA incorporation into tissue (6, 18), we believe that lymph is a good representation of the interstitial space in acute hyperlipidemia.

As discussed, lipid infusion was expected to induce endothelial dysfunction, reducing insulin’s microvascular effects (12) and theoretically decreasing access to muscle as well as reducing cellular insulin sensitivity. We found that insulin delivery to the cell surface in the presence of elevated plasma FFAs was not impaired. This could be seen as a contrast to our previous studies, where insulin injected into muscle of a lipid-infused animal was not detected in the lymph (10). Although the assumption is that lymph accurately represents the interstitial environment, there could be substantial regional differences based in part on the location of the lymph vessels as discussed, and whether they represent deep interstitium or an area surrounding the blood vessels. Our theory was that the local endothelial dysfunction prevents dissemination of the injected insulin through the muscle (10), and we calculated that a large proportion of the injected insulin is not washed out but remains in muscle. Mechanisms of dispersing insulin through the interstitial space appear to include blood vessels, lymph vessels, or passive diffusion, and thus it remains possible that lipid infusion prevents the capillary recruitment necessary to distribute injected insulin through the interstitial space, and lymph function may also be impaired by FFA. In contrast, systemic insulin infusion during the clamp exposes a greater amount of blood vessels to a higher level of plasma insulin (approximately double that of injection) for a prolonged period, and thus there is greater blood vessel surface area for insulin transport to the whole muscle tissue and greater potential for capillary recruitment, even if impaired by FFA. In addition, intramuscular injection may not deliver the insulin to an area adjacent to a lymph vessel and would not be detected, yet infusing insulin through the blood vessels, as we have done in the present study, represents a more physiological route of insulin access to muscle, induces substantially higher plasma insulin levels than injection, and causes a systemic elevation of insulin affecting all areas of muscle and presumably lymph. Therefore, FFA should be causing the same endothelial or transport defect in each system; however, the method and amount of insulin administration differentially affect insulin dispersion and transport. It is also possible that there is directionality of active insulin transport such that insulin is preferentially transported from the plasma to the tissue and does not move as readily from tissue to plasma (49). However, because venous insulin levels after insulin injection are higher in lipid-infused animals compared with controls (10, 11), this may suggest that there is no directionality of transport or that there is increased permeability with FFA, allowing insulin to move more readily into the plasma from tissues. Thus, we believe our two experimental models, insulin injection and insulin infusion, may in fact be testing different aspects of insulin access, interstitial dynamics and transendothelial transport, respectively. By engaging different areas and proportions of the muscle and blood vessels, and with substantially different insulin levels and exposure times in each case, our current and previous (10, 11, 28) studies may test different aspects of insulin access and dispersion.

Potential methods for the contribution of fat to endothelial dysfunction and insulin resistance include inflammation, as some studies demonstrate that infused lipid upregulates Toll-like receptors (22, 23), although other studies do not support the involvement of inflammation (20) but cite a metabolic feedback mechanism, as proposed by Randle (34). Lipids have previously been shown to induce insulin resistance by inhibiting glucose transport (37) and reducing nonoxidative glucose disposal (33). Although mitochondrial function impairments are often suspected (32), and decreased mitochondrial production of ATP is detected with lipid infusion (7), we cannot conclude from our study whether mitochondrial function was affected or whether any other FFA metabolites such as diacylglycerol may be directly causing cellular insulin resistance either by directly affecting insulin-signaling cascades (46) or through mitochondrial function (7). Recent studies have suggested that mitochondrial dysfunction may be a consequence rather than a cause of insulin resistance (21) and unlikely to produce insulin resistance (5); however, the role of PKC and diacylglycerol in the reduced peripheral glucose uptake shown here should be investigated (33, 46).

Elevated lipid has effects on microvascular function that may contribute to insulin resistance. Endothelial function is thought to be a major factor in delivery of insulin to the myocyte, and FFA block insulin signaling in endothelial cells (50), which is required for vasodilatation and insulin transport (49). Therefore, we used hyperlipidemia to induce both endothelial dysfunction and insulin resistance in skeletal muscle. We found that insulin access to muscle was not impaired by acute hyperlipidemia, and FFA levels are not substantially elevated in the skeletal muscle lymph in canines exposed to an infusion of lipid, even though skeletal muscle insulin resistance is detected. This is consistent with results showing a delay in accumulation of intramyocellular lipid (6, 18). Further studies are required to investigate whether other lipid metabolites may contribute to insulin resistance at the cellular level and whether lymph is an appropriate measure of the interstitial space in both health and disease. We conclude that acute lipid-induced insulin resistance does not impair the access of insulin to the skeletal muscle.
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